Cardinals Rise by Lifting Others
By Ginna Buller, Editor-in-Chief

Beginning in August 2020, Turpin School implemented a theme of
“CommUNITY” to carry staff and students through the post-Covid
school year. Continuing in that spirit, the concept of
“Cardinals Rise” has been adopted for 2021 - 2022, with the
implication being that we rise by lifting up others. This
theme will create “one more sense of togetherness,” said Mrs.
Ashley Lehnert, THS/TJH principal.
“Cardinals Rise” is based on a leadership principle coined by
Robert Ingersoll. When thinking about our community and the
way that we are able to come together, Lehnert knew that this
was supposed to be the theme as soon as it was suggested to
her. It reminds us that “We are one. The neat thing about
‘Cardinals Rise’ is that for each person, it can mean
something a little different.”
When asked about ways that she had seen community members rise,
Lehnert recalls two that stuck out to her. The first was
simple, but very impacting. An elementary student had dropped
his lunch tray in front of everyone, and several high school
students stopped to help him. Lehnert said that the young
student was awestruck by the older kids, and that the moment
turned from an embarrassing one, to a moment that the little
Cardinal would remember for years to come.
The second way that community members banded together to lift
each other up was in support of the Franka Post family through
their sudden devastation. Friends and neighbors bought school supplies, an abundance
of food, and lent comfort in a time of grief. Lehnert stated, “It was a tragedy, but
there was lots of love and outpouring… Together, we are a team, and we are going to
rise above whatever is happening.” As a school and a community, we will always be at
our best when we lift others and rise together.

Make Your Bed!
By Shelbi Moses, Photo Asst, Editor

“If you want to change the world, start off by making
your bed” - U.S Navy Admiral William H. McRaven. Why
should you make your bed in the morning? People make
their beds for many reasons. It starts your day off
right, it leads you to be more productive throughout
the day, it can make you feel less stressed, make you
feel

more

organized,

and

so

much

more.

Tatum

Boyd

stated that making her bed makes her feel more prepared
for

the

day

ahead

of

her.

Making

your bed is very

simple, and it doesn’t take much of your time. When
asking Tatum if she would encourage others to make their bed, she responds, “Yes,
most definitely. I have realized the days I do make my bed, I feel prepared and not
as tired as the days when I don’t make my bed.”
Starting your day by making your bed can lead to so many positive things. When you
make your bed, you will have already completed one task for the day, and doing that
will get you in the mindset to continue to complete more tasks. Making your bed also
ensures that no matter the type of day you have, you will at least have done
something right. Everyone is going to have bad days. When that happens, and you feel
that everything is going wrong, you can say that there was one thing that went
right. William H. McRaven once stated that “If by chance, you have a miserable day,
you will come home to a bed that is made -that you made- and a made bed gives you
encouragement that tomorrow will be better.” Coming home after a
long day, and getting into a made bed is such a good feeling.
Another thing is that making your bed supports the idea that little
things in life matter. Something small like making your bed can
affect your whole day in a positive way. Some people will try to
argue that they don’t have enough time to make their beds in the
morning, but this simple task takes only a few minutes. Tatum Boyd
says “When I make my bed, it takes about a minute and a halfhardly any time at all.”
There are also other simple tasks that you can do to make you feel
more productive, such as a little bit of exercise or reading a
small, positive article. Tatum Boyd mentioned that eating breakfast
and doing a devotional in the morning can help, even if it is just for a few
minutes. Doing these small things can make a big difference in your life.

Suicide Prevention Week
By Dulce Ogaz, Business Manager

Suicide prevention week took place on September 5, 2021
through

September

11,

2021.

What

is

suicide

prevention

week? It is an annual week campaign in the U.S. to inform
about

suicide.

factors.

Suicide

Behavior

is

has

also

many

warning

signs/risk

well noticed when someone is

being suicidal. That person can change behavior or show an
entirely new behavior. There are at least three ways that
they can show warning signs like the way they talk such as
“killing themselves or not having hope to live”, behavior
such

as

“visiting

or

calling

people

to

say

goodbye,

aggression, or looking for ways to end their lives'', and
their mood: “depression, anxiety, or relief improvement”.
Some risk factors that are tied in would
be

health

such

as

“bipolar

anxiety”,

environmental

suicide,

stressfull

historical

such

as

such

disorder,

as

events,

“exposure

or

“previous

depression,
to

proglonged

suicide

and

someone

else

stress”,

and

attempts,

childhood

abuse, or familiy history of suicide”.
According
Oklahoma
women.

to

American

panhandle

Suicide

is

Health

area
also

is
the

Rankings,

higher
10th

for

suicide
white

biggest

around

men

cause

the

than for
of

death

worldwide, and per year, we lose about 800,000 people. We can
all come together and do our best to break the suicide chain
by being there for someone that has suicidal thoughts and by listening to
their problems, helping, or by not making them feel like an out cast. There is
a hotline available 24/7 for the people suffering from suicide thoughts. The
hotline
please

number
call

is (800)-273-8255. If you or someone you know needs help,
this

number to get it.

20 Year Anniversary: Remembering 9/11
By Jordan Riddle, Technology Director

20 years ago on September 11, 2001, America was under attack by Al-Qaeda
terrorists. Between the times of 7:59 a.m. and 8:42 a.m., four commercial
flights took off. Two of them were from Boston, one from Washington, D.C., and
one from New Jersey all scheduled to fly to California. When the planes took
off, they were hijacked by terrorists. Two of the planes flew into the World
Trade Center and one flew into the Pentagon. The 4th plane was headed to the
U.S. Capital but was being taken back over by passengers when the hijacker
decided to crash the plane in a field in Pennsylvania. 2,996 people died on
9/11 and 25,000 people were injured.
20 years later, things have drastically changed since it happened. Security,
especially in airports, is one the biggest things that have changed. Still, 20
years after it happened though, people are paranoid that something like this
could happen again. When asked if she believed that the nation is a safer
place, Mrs. Peters said, “From a security standpoint: yes. But I also feel
that the longer that we get away from 9/11, the less that we think about it. I
don’t feel like we are as secure now as we were right after it happened.”
There are a lot of people that can agree with this, and people are always
wanting to make sure that this country is as safe as it can be from any more
terrorist attacks for the sake of their future and their family’s future.
Also, since 9/11 happened, people remember and honor those who died by saying
the names of all 2,996 people killed. People also remember those who saved
many lives by climbing 110 flights of stairs as a tribute to the firefighters
who died saving people from the World Trade Center. These are just a few of
the ways that people honor those who died on 9/11.

Happy Homecoming!
By Nayeli Norez and Sarah Estes, Activities Staff Writers

Each year, the Cardinal community comes together to celebrate
homecoming: a time of companionship and fond memories. The week
was filled with activities, from the bonfire and the community
pep rally to the dance and the parade! Each activity was an
exciting

lead-up

to the homecoming game and got the student

body, as well as the community, involved!
“Brand

the

Bison”

was

the

slogan

for

the

western-themed

homecoming this year, and the Cardinals did just that! In a
match-up
the

against

Cards

final

came

score

of

the
out

Buffalo
on

42-16.

top
Last

Bison,
with

a

season,

Turpin lost to Buffalo with a final
score of 50-0.
In

preparation

for

the

game,

head

football coach Justin Hannah had some
encouraging

“words

of

wisdom”

to

share. “We need to just focus on one thing at a
time, one game at a time,” He said. “The season is
a

marathon,

it’s

not

a

sprint.

We

can

just

steadily improve each week.” Hannah has been the
head football coach at Turpin since 2013, and he’s
led the Cardinals to many wins over the years!
The
with

homecoming game was an exciting one filled
many

memorable

moments.

Junior

running

back/linebacker Kaden Moses had some fond words to say as he recalled the game: “We
were running our play and I ran down and turned around, and Bryson absolutely just
throws a dime to Javi (a senior wide receiver), and he comes up and catches it!
Just a great moment to see on his senior homecoming, you know?”

Each

homecoming

week,

the

Student

Council

selects

dress-up

days

for

the

student body to intensify school spirit! This year, the dress-up days are as
follows: Mismatch Monday, Travel Tuesday, Wise Wednesday, Throwback Thursday,
and Fired-up Friday. Through a voting process, the most spirited individual
was

picked

each

day!

Giving=Living
By Calli Jones, Design Editor

Did you know every 2 seconds someone is in
need of blood in the United States? When one
person

gives

blood,

potential

to

September

15th,

Blood

Center

save

3

THS

for

their

a

donation

lives.
hosted
blood

On

has

the

Wednesday,

Coffee
drive.

Memorial
This

has

occurred about twice a year at Turpin for the
past

four

years.

Thirty-one

people

donated

this time around--22 were whole blood and 9
were double red blood cell donations, for a
total of 84 lives saved.
Donating blood also benefits the donor. Giving
blood lowers cholesterol, reduces the risk of cancer, boosts the production of
red blood cells, and so much more.
The next blood drive at Turpin will be held on November 17th. If you want to
donate blood, or to find out more about when and where blood drives occur,
talk to Mrs. Lehnert or check the school calendar.

See You At The Pole
By Uriel Valenzuela, Design Asst. Editor

See You At The Pole is an annual gathering of many Christian
students, teachers, and the community here at Turpin Public
Schools and around the world. Students gather around school
flag poles, churches, and even on the Internet to pray and
sing worship songs together. Turpin has been holding this
event since 1992. We usually hold 75-100 students every
gathering.

See

You

At

The

Pole

is

held

every

late

September, early in the morning. It is a time to get closer
to your fellow classmates, and teachers, and also a perfect
time to start off your day with peace and worship. “To me,
See You At The Pole is a time where I can come together
with other believers and worship.
how

blessed

we

are

to

be

able

It is also a reminder of
to

worship

and

pray

in

public, because not everyone in the world is able to do that.” says Junior
Reagan Romero, FCA Leader.

Polls
The Cardinal Times staff conducted several polls, asking students’
preferences. These polls were taken on our Instagram page
@thstimes, in hopes of involving more students in the happenings
at school. Here are the results:

This-or-That ?
Carve Pumpkin (37) vs Paint Pumpkin (23)
Apple Cider (17) vs Hot Chocolate (46)

Flannels (22) vs Sweaters (38)
Iced Coffee (41) vs Hot Coffee (19)
Netflix (45) vs Read a Book (17)

OU Gameday: Not All About Football
By Eduardo Aguilar, Sports Editor

OU Gameday, a very entertaining and fun event that the
Turpin FCA group has every other year, is an activity
where FCA students from all over Oklahoma go to not
only watch the Oklahoma Sooners play but also to enjoy
the rally and see college athletes talk about their
faith. Drew Batt has been an FCA student ever since
his mother became the huddle leader. He is also a very
big Oklahoma Sooner fan, in his own words he has been
an OU fan “straight out the womb.” Drew likes going to
Gameday

because

of

“the

whole

atmosphere

of

the

campus

and

the stadium,

there’s something different about it. More entertaining than the OSU game day,
it is more hype, exciting, and a lot crazy.”
At the rally, there were two guest speakers, Grace Lyons and Jaret Godman.
Grace is OU’s starting shortstop for the Sooners softball team. Jaret is OU’s
pitcher/infielder for the Sooners baseball team. They shared their testimonies
and how God positively impacted their lives. Both of them talked about why we
should be involved in FCA, and why they joined in
the

first

place.

The

main

speaker

was

Abraham

Wright. He preached about how we shouldn’t always
have

a

“plan

B” for everything in life, because

there is no “plan B” after you pass away. We then
ended

in

prayer

and

made

our

way

over

to

the

football stadium. It was a pretty close game the
whole time, which really kept everyone on the edge
of

their

seats.

West

Virginia

had

the

lead

the

whole game, but then OU got the ball within the
last two minutes. OU ended up making a last-minute field goal to win the game
by three points. The final score was 16-13.

4-H Rings In Awards
By Allison Weber, Social Media Manager

On

September

successful

9-11th,

projects

we
in

had
the

eight
Beaver

4-H

members

County

Fair.

enter
These

students were Bailey Boyd, Sarah Estes, Rorie Hendrich,
Teak

Rorabaugh,

Reagan

Romero,

Scout

Rorabaugh,

Tatum

Boyd, and Morgan Rorabaugh. Rorie Hendrich stated, “Most
of our projects got first, and if they didn't, they were
still placed in the top three, so overall we did really
well!”

Junior Bailey Boyd, who has been a
part of 4-H for six years, entered
five

projects

Bailey's
promotional

poster,

in

the

projects

shortcake,

bread

Beaver
were
from

Fair.

a

4-H

another

culture, a dish garden, and pictures. All of his projects
placed first, with the exception of his pictures, which
placed 2nd and 3rd. ”The reason I love attending fairs
with 4-H is because I enjoy being competitive and seeing
everyone's different projects and ideas.” says Bailey.

Senior and four year 4-H member Sarah Estes entered five
projects in the Beaver County Fair. Sarah's projects were a
poster, a bead design, paper crafts, a shortcake, and a
knitted

head

warmer.

besides

her

shortcake

All

of

her

projects

which

was

placed

placed

second!

first,
Sarah's

favorite part about the Beaver Fair was getting to do it
all one last time since this is the final fair she will be
attending.
4-H is a great way to get out some creativity and gain
leadership

skills!

If

you

are

interested

contact Johnnie Boyd for more information.

in

joining,

Lady Cards Step Up When Needed
By Angel Lezama, Business Asst. Manager

The softball season for the Turpin Lady Cards has come to an end. Bradley
Kinser is the head coach of the softball team, and Brittany Beckley is the
assistant coach. Coach Kinser has now been coaching the Turpin Lady Cards for
3 years, and says last year they fell off a little, but came back this season
with

double digit wins, going 12-14. The Lady Cardinals faced many tough
opponents,

but

never

backed

down

from

the

fight.

The

softball team’s motto this year was “MJ Mentality,” after
the documentary about Michael Jordan and
his team-first outlook.
Several close games were won due to the
cool composure of the players. During the
Panhandle Shootout held in Beaver, junior
Brianna Behrendt came in clutch and hit
an

over

game

in

Cards
has

the

fence

the

last

ended

noticed

up
big

home run to tie the
inning

winning.
changes

that
Kinser
in

the

Lady

says he

the younger

players. Most of the starters were
upperclassmen, who made sure to set an example for
their younger teammates. Kinser stated, “You just see
something flip in their mind.”
Coach Kinser is proud of this year's team and all of
the players, but says “someone who stepped up a lot
this year from last year is Abby Buller.” Sophomore
Abby Buller went from not playing much at all last
season to being the lead off hitter and the team’s
starting first baseman. The Lady Cards had a great
season and are looking to continue to improve in the future.

Cardinals Start to a Great Season
By John Epp, Junior Editor

The Cardinals have had a great start to the new season
with a record of 3-1. Cardinals head coach Justin Hannah
said, ”I feel like we are off to a pretty good start. I
think there’s definitely room for improvement, and we’re
getting some of that worked out this [bye] week. Starting
off 3-1, [we know] what things we need to fix before we go
to districts.”
The Cardinals’ first game started with a 56-6 win over the
Beaver Dusters. The next game was a loss to the Tyrone
Bobcats, 55-20, and the next couple of games were wins
over the Boise City Wildcats, 38-16, and the Buffalo Bison, 42-16. “As young
as our team is, I like that when we make mistakes, we’re taking coaching very
well, and with the mistakes that we make, we don’t seem to be repeating those
mistakes. We seem to be getting them fixed and so
that’s

a

really

good

sign

for

a

young

team.”

Hannah said. They have had a great season so far
with this young team.
The

Cardinals

Devils

on

will

Oct.

1

be
for

facing

the

the

last

Ringwood
game

Red

before

districts, fighting a team that wants a win after
last

season’s

losses

to

the

Cardinals.

The

Cardinals have been working hard, staying focused,
and preparing before each game. Defensive back and wide receiver, junior,
Eduardo Aguilar (7) said, “Coach’s expectations are for us to be quiet and
locked in. He wants us to be ready for the game and reviewing the plays so
that when we get to the field, we don’t forget the game plan. That way, we are
ready for everything that is thrown at us.” Turpin has a tough schedule left
for the season, and they are ready for whatever is thrown their way.

Stepping Up to the Plate
By Moses Lara-Ramirez, Technology Director

To recap the junior high Lady Cardinal softball season
on what has happened so far. Although the junior high
Lady Cardinals haven’t been able to practice much, they
have shown that they have what it takes to adapt and
play well. The girls have been able to keep a positive
record with five wins, three
losses,
is

and two ties. This

what the Cardinals head

coach Bradley Kinser had to
say

about

team’s
“We

just

team:

biggest

would
inexperienced.

the

weakness

be

needed

more

The
being

games,

more

reps, and more practice.” But, Kinser is proud of
this junior high group stating, “I’m really excited
about this group of junior high girls. I think that
they have the potential to be really good when they get older.” To combat
their weakness though, the girls show their support for each other at games,
whether

they

are

cheering

each

other

on

in

the

dugout

with

chants

or

complimenting each other after a good play.
Seventh-grader Alissa Peters has really stepped up in all aspects of the game.
Alissa plays shortstop, catcher, and pitcher. Her main position is pitcher,
which just so happens to also be her favorite. When asked why she decided to
start playing softball she said, “I was influenced by Britt Beckley.” Peters
has

been

playing

softball

for

about

six

years.

Alissa

has

always

loved

softball and she is always very excited when it is game day. “If you want to
be good, you have to have a good attitude and work hard.”
The JH Lady Cards improved each game. The future looks bright for our softball
program.

5/6 Football Hits ‘Em Hard
By Abby Buller, Sports Editor

The

5th/6th

season

with

football
a

2-2

team

record.

has
The

started

out

football

the

team's

season started with a win, but they have had a few
difficult games since then. Lance Robinson, head
coach, wants to see the team “improve throughout
the season and get better fundamentally. I think it
is important for 5th/6th graders to be able to
understand

that.”

Sixth-grade

quarterback

Gage

Peters is always looking for a way to improve. He
says, “Some ways to do that are working hard and
being a good teammate.”
Robinson

has

been

coaching

football

for

about

fifteen years. His favorite aspect of football is
defense. He stated, “I get excited about defense. I
like

when

enthusiasm

the
when

kids
kids

hit.
do

I
hit

like

to

see

somebody.”

the

Peters

agrees with Robinson.
The team consists of fourteen 6th graders and five
5th graders, for a total of nineteen players. This
was many of the players’ first time playing tackle
football, and they were not afraid to step up to
the challenge. They have two more games until their season comes to an end.
The team has lots of room for improvement, and it will be very exciting to see
what big things are headed their way. The future for the 5/6 Cardinals is
looking bright.

Cross Country Runners XCited as Season Wraps Up
By Calli Jones, Design Editor

Turpin's Cross Country season kicked off in mid-July. Lance Robinson
has been the coach since 2016, the year that cross country started
back up again in Turpin. This year, the cross country team has 21
members in junior high and high school combined. They are halfway
done with the season. They have 4 more meets left for October. This
year's team has already displayed lots of success, with the junior
high boys team taking first place at Goodwell, lots of team members
medaling, and new personal records being made. At meets, the girls
and junior high boys run 2 miles, and the high school boys run 3.
This is the high school girls’ second year being able to compete as
a team. Mya Ortiz is a sophomore and has been running since 6th
grade.

Right

now,

the

runners

are

training

for

the

end

of

the

season, which is where the courses start to become more challenging.
Currently, the runners are trying to practice at meet distance and
working on improving their times. Mya’s dream course is a terrain
that has “lots of hills and curves because it is much more fun to
run challenging obstacles.” Her advice to anyone
that wants to go out for cross country is to “just
give it a try. You never know when you’ll like
something. It might be hard at first, but once you
start going, the more it gets more fun. Try your
best and drink lots of water!”
Christian Quinones is a junior and has been running
cross country for four years now. On days that it's
extra challenging to wake up and run, Christian just thinks about
representing his community and school to get him out of bed. The
cross country team has their practices at 6:45 each morning before school. Cross
country is a sport that requires grit and determination. Last year, Christian made
it to state cross country. He describes the experience as “pretty nerve-wracking but
fun.” This year, he has hopes of going back.
As the season continues, these athletes will continue to work hard and stay
motivated

for

the end of the season. Cross country is a difficult sport, but

Turpin’s cross country team is willing to put in the work to have success. Good luck
to all of the runners during the rest of the season!

SEPTEMBER SCOREBOARDS
with Aldo Espino

Cross Country

HS Football
9/3 Tyrone
9/10 Boise City
9/17 Buffalo

9/4 Buffalo
9/18 Beaver

5&6 Football
8/30 Beaver
9/13 Laverne
9/20 Boise city

Softball
55-20 L
38-16 W
42-16 W

JH Football

28-20 W
54-8 L
44-16 L

9/7
9/13
9/20
9/27

Tyrone
Laverne
Boise City
Buffalo

16-24
45-0
20-16
20-16

W
L
W
W

9/7
9/9
9/10
9/11
9/14
9/16
9/20

FGFS
Laverne
Fairview
OBA
Hooker
Buffalo
Boise City

9-5
3-19
3-13
14-2
4-12
3-11
13-3

W
L
L
W
L
L
W

ACT Tips and Tricks
By Brenda Lezama, Academics Staff Writer

The ACT is a standardized test for high school students that is used in
college

admissions, and it may be varying in difficulty for each person.

Senior Lizzete Aquino has shared some of her tips and tricks on how she
prepares for the ACT. Lizzete may get super anxious before the test but makes
sure to prepare in the best way she possibly can. She starts off by getting
all her materials ready ahead of time. She
recommends
material

that
online

you
that

find
help

videos

and

guide

you

through the ACT, especially if it's your
first one.
A book that she uses is Chad Cargill’s ACT
Prep Book. The book helps you understand

the ACT and guides you through what it'll look like. There are also podcasts
and videos and different articles by Chad Cargill that can help you with it.
Lizzete also recommends that “you get a good calculator and know how to use
it!” Scoring well and doing a good job on your ACT is very important. Lizzete
has said, “the ACT can help you get into good colleges and help you even pay
for college.” The higher your score, the better chance you have of getting
into a better college. Her advice is, “Go into the ACT with full confidence
and do your best!”
Some tips from other upperclassmen are to fill out all bubbles if you aren't
close to being done when the time limit is almost up, always make sure you pay
attention to time, don't second guess yourself, go with your gut, and make
sure to get a good night's rest before the test.

Honor Choir Takes it Away!
By Brenda Lezama, Academics Writer

Woot Woot! Congratulations to Sarah Estes, Bailey Boyd, Zoey Archer, and Scout
Rorabaugh for making the 2021-2022 Western Honor choir. This will be Bailey
and

Sarah’s

fifth

year

making

it

into

Western

Honor

Choir.

Sarah

was

interviewed to talk about the choir and what it’s about. Honor choir is made
up of all of the smaller schools of the western part of Oklahoma. The biggest
school that comes to this event is Weatherford, OK. Sarah says that “honor
choir

is

an

All-State

but

smaller...

auditioning

for

it

is

the

same

as

All-State.” Everyone comes together to audition and make a big choir. They
give you cuts from songs to audition to and
they are around three and a half minutes for
high school. Once you have prepared and warmed
up, you go into the judging room and wrap it
all

up.

Based

on

the

smallest

voice

part,

that's how many people are able to audition.
Sarah has been doing Western Honor choir since
eighth grade and this is her last year. She
will be getting “a shiny, big medal” since she
has been in the high school choir for three
years. Turpin has been going to Western Honor
Choir for about twenty years.

Student of the Month Program & Awards
Turpin Schools recognizes September's Students of the Month for their hard
work and achievement. Students are nominated for this award by teachers, based
on their accomplishments during the current month. Nominees are then presented
to the administration for a vote. Three winners receive a certificate and a
Sonic gift card. Senior selectants will also be eligible for a $500 Bank of
Beaver City Scholarship, to be presented to a pair of THS seniors at their
graduation in May.
Senior student of the month is Virginia Buller. Virginia is
the daughter of Ryan and Kim Buller. She is a 4.0 student
both at THS and in her concurrent classes at Oklahoma State
University. Virginia is a four-sport athlete in basketball,
track, golf, softball, and she is the cross country manager.
Virginia is also Class of 2022 president, the Student
Council president, Editor-in-Chief for The Cardinal Review
and Times, Secretary of the Engineering Club, FCA leadership
council member, and a member of the Quiz Bowl team. Two of
her accomplishments are completing 100+ hours of community
service in the past year, coaching youth sports and
mentoring robotics teams; as well as being named an All-Conference player in
basketball and softball. Virginia’s favorite memory from this school year is
“when the softball team stayed at a church in Fairview during a tournament.
There was a game room in the church, and I had so much fun laughing with my
teammates and making lots of happy memories.” A way that she believes that
Cardinals can rise together is by “supporting others' successes. No matter
where we are in life, it is important to praise those around us for their hard
work and achievements.”
High school student of the month is junior Bailey Boyd. Bailey
is the son of Bryan and Johnnie Boyd. He is a 4.0 student at
THS. Bailey is the Stuco junior class representative, Class of
2023 President, on the Leadership Council in FCA, Engineering
Club Outreach leader, Turpin 4-H Club secretary, Beaver County
4-H president, and Beaver County Youth Conservation District
Board Member. Bailey is also a member of Choir, starting
defensive end and right guard for football along with being
named Class B All-VYPE Offene Team, and is involved in
basketball and track. One of his accomplishments is becoming the Western Honor
Choir Tenor Two. Bailey’s favorite memory this school year is “when I dressed
up for throwback day. It was very fun to dress from the 70’s and everyone got
a kick out of it!” A way that he believes that Cardinals can lift others to
rise together is by “Always encouraging each other and celebrating everyone’s
accomplishments and contributions to the school and community. It is
especially important that, in times of difficulty, we lift others up and help
out anywhere we can.”

Junior high student of the month is eighth-grader Mason
Nelson. Mason is the son of Zack Nelson and Destinee Lujan.
Mason is the 8th-grade class rep for Stuco, a member of
FCA, and member of the Baptist Church. One of his
accomplishments is getting the highest grade in 7th grade
English last year. His favorite memory from this school
year so far has been “starting my first football game and
going to the OU game with the FCA.” A way that Mason
believes that Cardinals can lift others to rise together is
to “stop bullying. And if someone ever needs help with
homework or with any life situation, we can help them out
and try to make this school year better for them.”

High School
9/02 Gwynlyn Hannah
9/06 Brianna Behrendt
9/09 Virginia Buller
9/09 Jaqueline Caballero
9/13 Kariel Aguilar
9/17 Azael Ortiz
9/18 Lizzete Aquino
9/20 Payton Harvey
9/21 Bianey Medina
9/22 Aldo Espino
9/26 Aileen Ortiz
9/27 Luis Hernandez
9/30 Angel Moreno
Junior High
9/07 Ramsses Ortiz
9/08 Kabrie Giessel
9/09 Jacob Epp
9/11 Marleny Hernandez
9/15 Aiven Hannah
9/21 Edwin Perez
9/22 Addisyn Hogg
9/26 Max Garza
9/30 Scout Rorabaugh

Elementary
9/03 Wylee Post
9/03 Khloe Lezama
9/03 Hailee Olinger
9/09 Zachery Behrendt
9/09 Jayden Fraire
9/10 Remington Lozar
9/11 Jilliana Anguiano
9/11 Zayden Archer
9/11 Owen Beckett
9/13 Bryan Garcia
9/14 Rachelle Groves
9/15 Karely Acevedo
9/15 Evelyn Deleon
9/15 Tyreall Elliott
9/15 Owen Garrison
9/16 Raelyn Peters
9/18 Anaha’le Ortega
9/19 Jessenia Alba
9/20 Jesse Eure
9/22 Catherine Brown
9/12 Joshua Heck
9/27 Nathan Norez
9/29 Thalia Alba
9/29 James Olinger
9/30 Haven Frances
9/30 Noe Perez
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